HOW TO NAVIGATE THE ACSR DIGITAL LIBRARY

For an optimal viewing experience, use Firefox or Chrome to access the ACSR Digital Library. Please note that sessions in the Digital Library will “time out” after a certain period of inactivity. You will be required to re-register on the ACSR website for each successive viewing session.

COURSES
• To navigate through the library, click on COURSES to begin browsing

COURSE NAME
• Select a folder with the corresponding COURSE NAME (Cancer Type) you are interested in exploring

LESSON DETAILS
• Click on the book icon next to the desired LESSON NAME to view details about the TMA or to access the associated TMA scoring map.

SPECIMEN DETAILS
• Click on the SPECIMEN DETAILS icon to the far right of the LESSON DETAILS icon to view the slide tray associated with the TMA.

DISPLAY
• Some TMAs have multiple slide trays. Click forward to view any slides on following trays.

ZOOM
• Magnify your view of a slide by sliding the magnification tool on the bottom left side of each slide.